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STRATEGY
(Licenciatura)

Midterm Exam
(version A)

Answer each question on a separate sheet of paper. Good luck!

1. [15 minutes; 4 points] A former student of this course said that:

“When decision variables are strategic substitutes, ignoring the strategic effect
may lead a firm to undertake an investment that it should not have undertaken
had it considered both the strategic and the direct effect.”

State whether this statement is true or false and justify your conclusion while writing at
most 10 lines (graphs do not count towards the ten lines).

2. [15 minutes; 4 points] Joe Theory, the best student in his class, has said that:

“When marginal costs are constant, there are no scale economies.”

Classify this statement as true or false and justify your conclusion while writing at most 10
lines (graphs do not count towards the ten lines).

3. [45 minutes; 6 points] A barber shop charges 20 euros for each haircut. Each barber
shop employee gets paid 400 euros per week while having to attend to at least 40 clients
during the week. The employee is not required to do more than 40 haircuts per week (unless
it wants to) in order to receive the 400 euros. Its psychological cost of effort measured in
monetary terms amounts to 0 for the first 40 clients whose hair he cuts (he enjoys talking to

them), whereas the psychological cost of more haircuts equals (n�40)2

2 , where n is the weekly
number of haircuts.

(i) How many haircuts will each employee do each week?

(ii) What is the profit per employee that the barber shop will obtain each week?

The barber shop has decided to create an “overtime program”, which consists of paying each
employee 10 euros for each haircut above 40 done each week, paid in accumulation with 400
euros mentioned above.

(iii) How many haircuts will each employee perform per week in overtime?

(iv) How much will each employee make extra per week? And the barber shop?

(v) Propose a better scheme for both parties (employees and barber shop owner).

4. [45 minutes; 6 points] Two firms, denoted 1 and 2, compete à la Cournot in a market
whose demand equals p = 10 � q. They both use the same technology, which involves a
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constant marginal cost of 4 and a fixed cost of 1.

(i) Compute the equilibrium quantities and profits of these firms.

Firm 1 can invest in a technology that will lower its marginal cost to 2 while keeping the
fixed cost equal to 1. Inventing this technology will cost 7.

(ii) Should firm 1 carry out the investment? Quantify and explain.

Suppose that the manager of firm 1 forgets the strategic effect of the investment and takes
into account only its direct effect.

(iii) Will the manager carry out the investment? Quantify and explain.

(iv) How much will the manager’s mistake cost firm 1?

Suppose now that both firms’ fixed cost was initially 2.

(v) Does this change the strategic effect of the investment? Quantify and explain.
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direct effect = 1 
como explico???
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